My Release won’t go off!
What now?
by George Ryals
Part 1 in a series

I want to be crystal clear to you when I say, YOU CAN’T
PURCHASE ANYTHING THAT WILL COMPLETELY SOLVE
YOUR ISSUE. Another release, another bow, another aiming aperture, or another set of arrows will not be the long term solution.
The “new stuff syndrome” is more than likely to give you immediate but very temporary results before the same problems learn how
to control you through the new accessories you bought. Now new
accessories are a good thing to buy and shoot with, but don’t buy
them thinking that they are the panacea to your problems.
You have to start at the root and work your way through the
problem. The seed of most shot execution issues are planted the
first day you start shooting with a release. Your friend, shop owner,
or coach handed you a release and said, “It’s easy! All you have to
do is put the pin on the target and sqeeeeeze the trigger”. This sort
of puts the cart before the horse. You have just begun shooting, so
you really can’t hold the pin in the middle. Because of this, you
slowly begin shooting through the shaking and eventually develop
the habit of only activating the shot as your pin crosses the middle
of the target. This develops a hardwired connection between your
eye and your trigger finger through your subconscious. As you get
stronger, steadier, and more aware of score, your brain takes over
and says, “Hey wait a minute! I’m not ready to shoot”. It holds
your sight just off of the dot; it knows that as soon as it touches
the dot the shot will be triggered. In the long run, you end up with
your bow sighted in just below the dot to hit the X. The longer you
crutch the situation, the worse it gets. Most shooters don’t even
realize this has happened until they are deeply entrenched. Many
pros, save a tiny scant few superheroes, have faced this problem in
its advanced stages at one point or another in their career. Unless
you were lucky enough to learn from a really good teacher who
has the time to work you slowly though the early learning stages,
it is almost inevitable.
By now many of you are thinking to yourself that this sounds
exactly like you. There is something you can do to change the
tide in your favor and get on the road to better scores and pro like
shot execution. In this several part series I will take you step by
step through the different areas of your form, equipment, practice
regimen, and mental game that will get you on the right track to
greater scores in practice and in tournaments. The whole end goal
with this is to get your practice scores and your tournament scores
as close together as possible.
Before you begin, keep in mind that this is not a quick fix or
something you can work on for a day or so and be ready to take on
the world. You will have to be dedicated and willing to tuck away
what you know for a little while in order to accept something new.
Once you have developed what you need, you can begin blending
in the old stuff as needed later. I need to say this again… This is
not a quick fix that you can plunk at for a day or so. It requires
a commitment to improving and dedication to see it through to
the other side.
If you are ready, let’s get started with step one.

George Ryals
A note about the author
George is a former World and National Champion and
has cleaned the Vegas shoot more times than anyone. His techniques have been used by archers all over the world to clean up
their shot routines and get more enjoyment out of their shooting. You can visit with George at www.archerylearningcenter.
com or schedule George to visit your town with his weekend
long MasterClass seminar series. Go to www.grivtech.com
for more information. Dates are booking now.
There are so many little factors that make up the perfect shot.
It is hard to zero in on exactly what the problem is. My advice to
the many shooters who ask me to help them with shot execution
is to address each issue individually. It is important to understand
where shooting issues are rooted before you start arbitrarily changing things in hopes of making a difference.
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The purpose of step one is to develop a
good technique and create a solid foundation through repetition. In most shooters’
thought process at full draw, they aim for
a bit and then switch their concentration
over to the release, then back to aiming.
A couple seconds pass and the thought
crosses your mind… “My release isn’t going off.” You wait a little longer and now
you are running out of air, and you become
more unsteady. At this point, if you hang
with it, you will most assuredly miss.
This is happening because you never
developed the foundation and learned how
to use all of its many parts together. You
mentally treat aiming and releasing as
separate units rather than one continuous
mental effort. We are going to break the
parts down into separate units in order to
master the feel and use of each one. Once
you can feel the flow of your new technique, you will learn how to blend the effort
seamlessly together into one step.
For starters, you will need to choose
what release that you are going to use and
actually learn how to activate that release
while aiming properly before you pick
up your bow again. Take all of the other
releases you own and lock them in a box
and put them on a high shelf. You will not
be switching back and forth anymore. Now
zip your bow in the case and put it away.
You won’t need it for a little while.
It’s not the releases fault it isn’t going
off. It isn’t the speed setting of the release
and it isn’t the shape of the release. ITS
YOU, so stop swapping releases in hopes
to find one with just the right amount of
voodoo magic. Stop searching now… There
isn’t one. The magic is in you and your form
development.
I can give you some light suggestions
of what release style you should choose for
your training. My recommendation usually
depends on what type of issues a shooter
is having. If you are not having trouble
smoothly activating the release and there
is no urge to punch at the trigger. Your shot
execution just seems out of time with no
rhythm at all, you can stick with the release
you use most. You may have to enlist the
help of a friend to judge whether you are
shooting the release without undue punching or flinching.
If you are having trouble with punching and release control, you may want to
look at a triggerless release model like the
Carter Atension or the Carter Solution. The
Solution is a pressure activated model that
doesn’t have a trigger at all. You just pull
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until the shot fires. Carter offers triggerless
models with a drawing safety. This will
make it more comfortable to draw without
worry of a misfire.
Now it’s time to take the plunge. This
is the part where you dedicate yourself to
advancing your skill. You can’t skip steps,
take shortcuts, or work on this part time.
You will only hold your progress back
or not gain any ground at all, so choose
a time where you will not be tempted to
shoot leagues or tournaments for several
months. Yes… I said several months. You
will need to start at square zero and work
your way back up while building a rock
solid foundation and a flawless shot execution technique.
Get yourself a piece of string or one
of my Trainers from www.grivtech.com.
If you are using any old string, you will
want to tie it into a large loop that when
you hook it over the thumb of your bow
hand and “draw” it as if it is a bow, it will
fit your draw length.
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Jimmy Butts knows the value of release
aid training and he often uses a shooting string anytime he feels like working
on his technique. The shooting string
makes it easier to feel the release technique by eliminating the distraction of
aiming and the bow.
Your trainer loop will simulate a bow
and the weight between you and the bow
at full draw. Keep this string loop in your
pocket right next to your release. You can
pull it out any time and practice your feel.
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I have a target up on the wall in my office that I use for a visual reference while
shooting the string. Here is how it works.
While at full draw with the string you will
visualize your sight picture and align your
body with an imaginary target. You should
be able to feel the straight line between
yourself and the target. Practice relaxing
the shoulder tops and the arms and use just
enough muscle to pull straight back against
the string. A good trick to be sure your
alignment is correct is to make sure that
your drawing elbow tip is directly behind
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the dot in your scope. Now you don’t have
a scope so you will have to imagine it and
just feel it.

Jamie VanNatta demonstrates her
great alignment. Mentally visualizing
the tip of your elbow tracing a line
through the back of the head, through
the eye, through the dot in the scope
and straight to the X ring center makes
it easier to achieve a consistent feel.

Feel is a very important part of what
you are trying to do. You can’t watch yourself and you have to be aware of what your
body is doing through feel. You can use a
mirror to check your lines or video, but
concentrate on the feel. As you shoot the
string, watch how it projects. Does it flick
out right or left? If it does your alignment
needs attention.
I could launch into a whole dissertation on rhomboids and scapular bones and
muscles and show you a diagram, but I
won’t. I don’t want you thinking about
your back right now. I want you to think
about the feel between you and the bow,
the pressure and framework as you pull,
and the alignment of your drawing elbow
and the target. The pressure between you
and the bow is created by extending the
tip of your elbow straight away from the
dot in your scope. Now for the benefit of
those of you that are steeped in the lore
of back tension and the anatomical charts
that are associated with its explanation, I
hope I can assuage your doubts with this.
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It is anatomically impossible to extend
the elbow straight back without using the
proper muscle groups. The word extend
is actually a misnomer here. There really
is no actual movement because you are
against the wall. There is just an increase
in pressure. Basically you are getting the
FEEL of extending your elbow straight
back along the line between your eye, the
dot, and the X-ring.
Begin shooting your release and work
out a technique that fires the bow without
actively mashing the trigger. Here is how
it works, with a trigger style release; usually you will need a slightly stiffer trigger
than you are used to. This will let you build
strong tension with your finger on the trigger without risk of pre-fires. I start with
a firm hand on the trigger and I keep my
thumb strong around the barrel. I allow my
wrist muscles and the tendons in the back
of my hand to soften, stretch, and relax as I
pull through. This causes my hand to yield
to the release pressure. There is no real
perceivable movement, but it is just enough
to change the pressure on the trigger, and
the shot is released.
A triggerless style release works in the
same manner. When you commit to the shot
and your tension builds allow your hand to
soften or yield on the release and that is just
enough to change the attitude of the release
handle to make it fire.
The technique is slightly different if
you are using a pressure activated release
like the Carter Enterprises Evolution
Release. I draw into the string, set up my
alignment and then anchor. I release the
thumb lever and continue to apply pressure.
As this pressure is applied, I increase my
index and middle finger pressure as I pull.
The feeling is sort of like making a fist as
you pull. This additional pressure activates
the release.
With any of these releasing techniques,
timing is significant. You are learning to
increase your tempo and not wait for the
shot to fire. You want smooth fluid motion
with a solid follow-through. Remember to
practice your follow through!
How long do you shoot the string?
Shoot the string until you have developed
a style and you are able to execute that style
perfectly on the first shot every time. I keep
my trainer handy all the time, so when I
can’t shoot I can still flick the trainer over
and over again. All the steps to your new
style are internalized and committed to
the automatic. Flick that string until your
wife threatens to kick you out of the house,
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Start off at about 8 feet from the target. Get the feel in sync with
your form while shooting at the target. Once you feel like you have
it down, move back to 10 yards put your sight on the bow and set
up to shoot some games.
Use the Ten Yard Exercise to nail your routine down. Set up at
ten yards and put up a regulation size target. Shoot full games on
the target. Recreate the tournament or league setting as perfectly
as you can. Use a logbook and score your rounds. Even bring a bow
rack close by. Shoot game after game, drilling your routine into
your head so it becomes second nature. This exercise is designed
to help you establish a personal rhythm, give positive reinforcement, and train you to shoot the release properly without mental
cues from the sight and target.
The positive reinforcement is the biggest thing you will need
during your rebuild. This exercise does several things for you. It
lets your mind get used to the idea that shot execution is separate
from sight movement. The closeness to the target de-emphasizes
your instability, so all your mind sees is the sight sitting on the X
and the shot happens. You see the result which is the arrow in the
X-ring. After shooting a few ends at ten your mind relaxes and a
personal shooting rhythm emerges
Once you are confident and can shoot with perfect execution
at 10 yards, inch back to 12 yards and continue shooting. (i am
not saying do this after 20 shots either... Don’t cut corners. This is
like playing scales on the piano. It is boring but it works wonders
if you do it right) When you master 12 yards inch to 15. Continue
graduating yourself until you get to 20. By the time you make
it back to 20 you should be confident and you should be getting
perfect feeling shots at least 75% of the time.
For me these two steps was something I constantly worked
on for several months. Even after I slowly graduated myself to 20
yards I continued to refresh things at ten any time I felt a problem
arise. Again I want to stress that this is not a quick fix. This is
something you have to invest yourself in. By doing so, you will
reap years of rewards after.
Instability at full draw is the main factor that causes release
hang-ups, aiming problems, and foiled shots. In the next segment
I will cover steps you can take to increase your stability and
shrink your range of motion on the target. Great shot execution
plus tight range of motion equals killer scores in tournaments.
See you next issue.
George D. Ryals IV (GRIV)

then go out into the garage and flick it some more. Once you have
mastered the feel that you want and you are getting a good surprise
and unanticipated release, you will want to shoot that string and
just wear it out. The repetitive shooting and form checking will
reprogram your style and mind to use the new technique. The
longer you stick with this step, the higher your chances of success
are. Even after you have pulled the bow out, keep shooting the
string when you don’t have your bow to keep it fresh and truly
master the feel.
Now that you have rebuilt your shot routine with the trainer
it is time to pick up the bow and move on to step 2. This step
is where you learn how to transfer the feel of the string to your
bow and learn to use your new shot execution technique in the
presence of the target, so get your bow out. BUT, take the sight
off and put it away. We are not ready for to learn the aiming step
yet. Get set up very close to a blank bale and just draw your bow
and re-adjust your form so it feels as good as the string. Keep the
shoulder tops down and loose. Make sure your bow hand is soft
and your arms are free of tension. Draw your bow a couple times
in this manner until it feels good to you. Once you feel like you
have it down, go ahead and shoot a shot or two. Concentrate on
the feel of your release hand and practice pulling through the shot
and allowing your hand to stretch and yield to the pull. Continue
shooting the blank bale until you feel like you have the feel down
and it is working for you.
We know now that it is actually the presence of the target and
sight movement that causes the release to hang during your shot
execution, so just blank bale shooting is not enough. You have to
slowly introduce the target and instability in small increments.
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